
TREBLAB Z2|Over Ear Workout Headphones with Microphone | Bluetooth 5.0, Active Noise 
Cancelling (ANC) | Up to 35H Battery Life | Wireless Headphones for Sport, Workout, Running, 
Gym (A-Black). 
 
Check out TREBLAB Z2 A-Black main features below 
 
HYPER-HD aptX SOUND QUALITY - Our best wireless sports headphones with Bluetooth 5.0 
and aptX high-performance neodymium-backed 40mm speakers. That means you get the 
unreal audio quality that will boost up your energy. 
ULTRA PREMIUM MATERIALS | SUPER SOFT EAR PADS - The Z2 sports headphones are 
designed to make gym heads turn! They’re super-comfortable, made of high-end, ultra-soft 
materials that mould to the natural shape of your ear for a custom fit. That means they won’t 
slip around, however hard you run, jump or kick! 
T-Quiet ACTIVE NOISE-CANCELLING - When you’re in the zone, the last thing you want is 
distractions. That’s why the TREBLAB Z2 wireless over the ear headphones come with T-Quiet 
active noise-canceling technology. They block out the irritating external sounds so you can 
focus on your music and your workout. 
MADE TOUGH FOR SPORTS & KEEPS GOING FOR A LOOONG 30 HOURS - With an incredible 35 
HOURS of playtime, from PlayXTend battery, you’ll keep hearing your favourite music, workout 
after work-out. These top 10 Bluetooth headphones with mic offer the best Bluetooth 
connection, so you won’t be left in silence. 
 
Key Features 
BLUETOOTH 5.0 AND MULTIPOINT CONNECTION - Enjoy complete convenience of the latest 
Bluetooth technology and playlists from different devices at a time. 
ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLING - Discover a new level of silence and pure, distortions-free listening 
experience with Z2 sport over-ear headphones. 
QUICK CHARGE TECHNOLOGY - Make use of the innovative charge technology embodied in the 
best headphones for working out and save your time. 
LIGHTWEIGHT AND HANDY DESIGN - Take the Z2 Bluetooth over ear headphones with 
microphone where you need due to a 0.53 lbs. weight, witty design, and portable case. 
HIGH-END OVER-EAR HEADPHONES FOR SPORTS - Benefit from the full pack of advanced 
wireless noise cancelling headphones tailored to any exercise. 
 
Specifications 
Wireless Technology: Bluetooth 5.0 
Signal Range: 33 feet / 10 m 
Battery: 620 mAh 
Playtime: 35 hours 
Charging time: 3 hours 
Phone Calls: Built-in mic, cVc 6.0 
Functions: ANC, Voice Assistants 
 
What’s in the box 
1. TREBLAB Z2 Sport Over-Ear Headphones 
2. Ergonomic Carrying case 
3. 3.5mm Audio Cable (AUX) 
4. USB/Micro USB Charging cable 
5. User Manual 


